
Take Rest. 
"...struggling at your limits is a critical part of muscle growth.” 
-Jacob Wilson, Ph.D., CSCS

Professional lifters know that if they want to get stronger, they need to 
reach for their goals.  
They need to push beyond their comfort zones.  

They don't worry about dropping the weight, not being able to make it 
through the workout, in fact they want to fail.  
Why?  

In weight training, when we push our body to its limits it creates human 
growth hormone, testosterone, cortisol…and these hormones take that 
failure experience, learns from it and and uses them to build muscle and 
increase our fitness.  
Our bodies learn from the experience and become stronger for next 
time. 

But pushing ourselves to our limits in fitness (and other areas), it’s scary 
and uncomfortable, right? 
 
Then how do we feel comfortable putting ourselves in situations where 
we are forced to push ourselves harder than we ever have before?  

We use rest.  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Believing that rest is an option, prevents us from feeling fearful and 
intimidated about trying new and difficult things. 

Resting is NOT a form of quitting, but rather a strategy that we use in 
order to keep going.  
It prevents us from abandoning our commitment altogether and helps us 
to be persistent over the longterm.  

Rest can also be a time when we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency 
of our plan, a time for reflection on why are goals are important to us and 
whether we need to adjust our targets or our plans to hit the targets.  
 
For example: If we feel like we are resting too often and can’t gain 
momentum when  that can be an indication that we need to adjust our 
approach.  

You recently went up in dumbbell weight, but consistently have to 
drop the weights after less than 8 repetitions and find that you are 
spending 3/4 of the workout resting.  
This would be an indication that perhaps you increased by too much 
weight and need use slightly less heavy weights in order to 
continue to enjoy and complete your workouts.  
 

Conclusion 

The bottom line is this, positive change is almost always an uphill battle 
and the greatest results come from consistent hard work.  
 
Commit to making serious change.  
Commit to pushing beyond your comfort zones.  
Commit to working hard to hitting your targets.  
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We are going fail sometimes.  
We will get tired, sick, distracted, busy, and overwhelmed.  

Resting gives us longevity. 
It gives us the power to take chances, try new things, to push ourselves 
and can expand our limits. 

Take rest, in your workouts, in your wellness pursuits, in your life. 
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